
Create your own
Delapré heraldry.

ACTIVITY PACK

Take part in this fun craft activity
to celebrate St. George's Day!



use this template for your coat of arms or
get some help to cut an even bigger one

using some scrap cardboard!
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Charges are the symbols that you see on a
coat of arms. 
Traditionally charges are simple shapes such
as balls, stars and crescents or animals /
fantastical beasts. 
We have also given you some iconic symbols
of Delapré as well!
With adult help/supervision, have a go at
cutting out these shapes to stick on to your
coat of arms.

choose your charges





rule: you must not put
colour on colour or metal

on metal 

Choose one colour for
your background

and/or one metal



each Charge has its own meaning
of what it represents. 

what do you think the meaning
behind the Delapré symbols would
be?

a dagger
represents
honour in

battle

a butterfly
represents

peace

a lion
represents
strength



ordinaries

Chief - a stripe across the top edge of shield
Pale - a vertical stripe down the middle of the shield

Bend - a diagonal stripe
Fess - a horizontal stripe across the shield

Cross - a standard cross
Saltire - a 'St. Andrew's cross'
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an ordinary is the shape that you choose to
decorate your shield with. there are many

varieties to chose  from but these ones (pictured
above) are some of the most popular.

Which one will you pick
for your design?



example
designs

if you'd like to share your
creations with us, tag us on
social media @Delapreabbey


